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Overview 

The GAP3 Study is a multi-centre international collaboration of active surveillance registries for 
prostate cancer (CAP).    

In this report, I refer to Professor Mark Frydenberg’s local data as MEASCAP (Monash-Epworth 
Active Surveillance of CAncer of the Prostate) and the global database combining data from different 
research centres as the GAP3 data.  Thus, “GAP3-MEASCAP” refers to the MEASCAP data organised 
and formatted for the GAP3 study. 

 A first important deliverable was to upload our local MEASCAP data to Philips in The Netherlands 
where it would be combined with data from other participating centers.  Before, the MEASCAP data 
could be uploaded, a number of data management steps were necessary.  These steps included the 
linking of several different local clinical datasets, reformatting to match the global dataset structure, 
programming to extract, create or modify required data items, creation of meta-data, 
documentation, data integrity checks, and preliminary descriptive analysis. 

In this report, I describe major aspects of the prepraration of local data for GAP3 and provide a visual 
display of GAP3 database.  I also outline how  this version of the data might be used locally and how 
the experience may help to expand the local data for research purposes.   

 

GAP3 research questions 

Three major research questions were agreed upon at the GAP3 research meeting held in New 
Orleans.  They are: 

1)  To establish eligibility criteria for active surveillance in terms of the definition of low risk CAP, i.e. 
since it is desirable to place patients with low probability of re-classification to a higher risk CAP on 
active surveillance. 

2)  To determine the preferred monitoring tools for patients on active surveillance, and at what 
frequency they ought be used. 

3) To discover what should trigger the switch from active surveillance to active treatment based on 
improved patient outcomes. 
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1.  Local data preparation 

1.1  Background 

Active surveillance (AS) registries for CAP are longitudinal studies of men managed with AS after 
diagnosis with a low grade cancer.  Men are typically placed on AS in their sixties and data may be 
recorded for ten or more years and at irregular intervals. Multiple clinical and biomarker 
measurements are taken on each man in varying numbers.   

MEASCAP patients continue on AS until they either:  1) elect to have treatment owing to disease 
progression (or possibly other reasons), 2) reach 80 years of age (in which case they are placed on 
“watchful waiting”), 3) have ceased making contact in which case they are “lost to follow-up”.  
Epidemiologically, in each of these cases, AS has come to an end (either permanently or possibly 
temporarily).  For patients remaining on AS, observation times are treated as censored at any 
analysis point (or when the study ends).  The analysis point for the GAP3-MEASCAP cohort was taken 
as the most recent contact date in the Microsoft Access data (received March, 2015) which was 
14/05/2014. 

To combine data from different centres, the GAP3 data managers have requested that local data be 
prepared: 1) to conform to a standardised structure and format, 2) according to standardised 
definitions, 3) to include key clinical and epidemiological fields. 

I have written a set of programs in the statistical package called Stata (version 14, Stata Corporation, 
College Station, Texas, 2015) to perform the following functions: link different local clinical datasets, 
reformat data to match the global dataset structure, to extract, create or modify required data 
items, to create meta-data, to do data integrity checks, and preliminary descriptive analysis. 

The GAP3 database has been designed to receive data from the centres in three sets: “inclusion”, 
“follow-up” and “end” which I briefly describe in turn.  These worksheets and the database design 
are illustrated using entirely artificial data. 

 

1.2  GAP3-MEASCAP inclusion  data 

The “inclusion” data focus on information recorded at the start of AS and include (anonymous) 
patient and centre identifiers, demographics, the initial clinical measurements prompting  referral to 
an urologist, diagnostic biopsy data, and baseline covariate data. 

The MEASCAP data were first prepared by joining the “individual” and “TRUS” tables in the original 
Microsoft Access files and structuring the resulting data in long format, i.e. with multiple records per 
patient for serial (or repeated) measurements.  These parts contain the relevant  patient 
characteristics (individual) and diagnostic data (TRUS) needed for the the inclusion dataset.   
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Definition of diagnostic biopsy 

The GAP3 project aims to study variation in the definition of low risk CAP.  One goal is to determine 
which definition leads, over time, to the lowest rate of re-classification to intermediate or high risk 
CAP.  Thus, AS eligibility and diagnostic criteria are center-specific. 

Preparing the GAP3-MEASCAP required choosing one biopsy record per patient as the diagnostic 
biopsy.  Diagnosis in MEASCAP was defined as the first positive biopsy subsequent to the referring 
PSA test.  I have written a program in the statistical package called Stata (version 14, Stata 
Corporation, College Station, Texas, 2015) to search each patient’s repeated biopsy history and 
select the first positive TRUS biopsy as the diagnostic biopsy.    A biopsy was defined as positive if the 
Gleason grade >=6 and the number of positive cores > 0.  TURP biopsies were not considered 
sufficient for diagnosis.  

Each patient’s repeated biopsy history was searched also to count the number of negative biopsies 
before diagnosis as requested by GAP3.  

Exclusions 

Data were available for 333 men in MEASCAP.   Of this set, 29 patients who were only ever on 
watchful waiting (WW) were not included (patients who began on AS and converted to  WW, 
however, were included).  Another 18 patients without a TRUS diagnosis and three patients with 
invalid dates were exluded also.  Thus, the GAP3-MEASCAP inclusion data contains 283 men with 
one diagnostic record per patient 

MEASCAP patients were eligible for AS if their referral PSA < 20 ng/ml, their diagnostic biopsy had 
Gleason grade <= (3+4) and clinically their T-stage <=T2a.  A screenshot of the inclusion worksheet 
with artificial data illustrates the database design (figure 1).  In the artificial data it can be seen that, 
for several patients, the value of the PSA test prompting  referral to an urologist (psa0) was > 10 
ng/ml and three patients had Gleason grade equal to seven (3+4).   

Some of the inclusion data requested were not available in MEASCAP (see section 3 ).  The complete 
list of requested data is detailed in the GAP3 data codebook (October, 2015). 
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Figure 1.  Selected columns from GAP3-MEASCAP inclusion worksheet with artifical data. 

    

 

1.3  GAP3-MEASCAP follow-up data 

This dataset focuses on the longitudinal aspects of the study which are the repeated PSA and biopsy 
measurements taken over time.  The GAP3-MEASCAP follow-up data were prepared after joining the 
“individual”, “TRUS” and “FUP” data tables in the original Microsoft Access files.  The resulting data 
were again structured in long format, i.e. with multiple records per patient corresponding to serial 
PSA and biopsy measurements.  The PSA data in the FUP table were sorted by the date of procedure 
and numbered accordingly.  In the original Microsoft Access files each PSA test result had been input 
along with a TRUS biopsy number corresponding to the most recent biopsy at that point in time.  For 
GAP3-MEASCAP, the TRUS and FUP data were joined by linking on patient ID and the TRUS biopsy 
index.  Doing so preserved the association between each PSA test result and the most recent biopsy 
at that point in time. 

TURP biopsies were not necessarily excluded from the follow-up data. 

Key clinical and epidemiological fields that were created for this dataset included time since 
diagnosis till follow-up test and whether CAP was present on the first surveillance (post-diagnostic) 
biopsy.  For the latter, another Stata program was used to search each patient’s repeated biopsy 
data, select the first surveillance biopsy and to check whether it met the criteria for a positive biopsy 
given earlier. 

The GAP3-MEASCAP follow-up data were output with up to three records per patient corresponding 
to the first three post-diagnostic PSA measurements and the most recent biopsy at each time point.  
This file contains 813 rows of data.   

gap3_id year_birth year_diagnosis psa0 clinical T-stage Gleason grade center
13.000001 1944 2004 5.3 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000002 1953 2006 11.2 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000003 1959 2006 5.9 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000004 1949 2003 8.7 BPH 7 MEASCAP
13.000005 1952 2005 14.4 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000006 1935 2004 3.4 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000007 1954 2004 14.5 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000008 1941 2003 3.7 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000009 1947 2003 4.2 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000010 1940 2006 9.9 BPH 7 MEASCAP
13.000011 1951 2004 11.4 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000012 1934 2003 3.6 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000013 1950 2004 15.5 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000014 1936 2006 10 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000016 1939 2007 6.5 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000017 1946 2004 8.5 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000018 1940 2007 5.4 BPH 7 MEASCAP
13.000019 1938 2004 8.6 BPH 6 MEASCAP
13.000020 1946 2003 5.9 BPH 6 MEASCAP
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In MEASCAP, the schedule of repeat PSA testing for patients on AS was approximately once every 
three months.  A screenshot of the follow-up worksheet with artificial data illustrates the database 
design (figure 2).  The second column in figure 2 (“days till psa since diagnosis”) is used in the real 
database to report the actual intervals between repeat tests.  In the artificial data, we see that only 
some patients had their first follow-up PSA test within three to four months of diagnosis.   

As per the inclusion dataset, some of the follow-up data requested were not available in MEASCAP 
(see section 3 ).  

Figure 2.  Selected columns from GAP3-MEASCAP follow-up worksheet with artifical data. 

 

  

  

gap3_id days till psa since diagnosis PSA Gleason grade Site1 Site2 Site3 CAP on first surveillance biopsy
13.000001 110 8.2 6 RB no
13.000001 248 5.4 6 LA RA LA no
13.000001 567 5.8 6 RA yes
13.000002 119 9.1 6 RB LM yes
13.000002 321 4.2 6 RB no
13.000002 499 8.3 6 RA RB yes
13.000003 129 10.1 6 RB yes
13.000003 300 9.2 6 LA no
13.000003 490 7 6 RT yes
13.000004 151 2.5 7 yes
13.000004 264 7.7 7 RA no
13.000004 388 3.3 7 yes
13.000005 101 11.8 6 RM no
13.000005 398 9.6 6 LA LA no
13.000005 523 6.8 6 LB no
13.000006 166 5.5 6 RT LM yes
13.000006 366 4.9 6 RT no
13.000006 777 8.9 6 RB LA yes
13.000007 109 6.6 6 LA no
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1.4  GAP3-MEASCAP end data 

The end data set focuses on computation of observation times since diagnosis (e.g. till cessation of 
AS, till last seen, till death), reasons for cessation of AS, details of treatment and pathological 
staging.  It contains 283 rows of data.   

In the GAP3-MEASCAP end data, 99 patients (35%) ceased AS.  Of these patients, for 74 (75%) 
cessation was owing to pathological progression and 11 to PSA progression.  Only six patients 
converted to WW from AS.  

A screenshot of the end worksheet with artificial data illustrates the database design (figure 3).  In 
the artificial data, we see that patients having curative treatment had shorter durations on AS.  
Figure 3 shows also that the delay between AS cessation and treatment onset can be examined by 
using columns “days since diagnosis till treatment” and “days till end of AS”.  Pathological staging 
was possible for those patients having surgery (RRP). 

Some of the end data requested were not available in MEASCAP (see section 3).  

Figure 3.  Selected columns from GAP3-MEASCAP end worksheet with artifical data. 

 

 

1.5  Meta-data 

A data dictionary was created using the Stata software containing meta-data about the variables and 
values stored in the GAP3-MEASCAP data.  Variable labels and data value labels have also been 
created as separate files and sent to Philips in text format.  All files are available locally and can be 
converted easily to other formats, as can the data itself. 

 

  

gap3_id days till end of AS reason for AS cessation days since diagnosis till lastseen days since diagnosis till treatment curative treatment pathological T-stage
13.000001 2634 2881
13.000002 1621 conversion to WW 2991
13.000003 792 pathological progression 1402 912 Brachytherapy pT2c
13.000004 1991 pathological progression 4004 2222 EBRT
13.000005 2771 2999
13.000006 1587 PSA progression 2487 1756 EBRT
13.000007 2802 3280
13.000008 872 pathological progression 1567 1009 Brachytherapy pT2a
13.000009 3009 3505
13.000010 2587 3091
13.000011 2007 2872
13.000012 3104 3448
13.000013 2333 2552
13.000014 3899 4102
13.000016 1224 pathological progression 1998 1388 Brachytherapy
13.000017 3773 conversion to WW 4367
13.000018 2676 3091
13.000019 2438 2772
13.000020 2110 3219
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1.6  Data integrity 

Data integrity checks were undertaken by Philips and the regional statisticians (I’m the regional 
statistician for Australasia) with assistance from participating research centers.  The checks included 
preliminary descriptive analysis of global data.  Following this review, and owing to the late arrival of 
some data, participating research centers (including MEASCAP) were asked to re-organise their data 
in some ways, to re-create some data items following changes to defintions, correct entry errors, 
and add new data items.  

As a part of GAP3 data integrity checks,  random 5% samples of diagnostic biopsies from each of the 
core and candidate centres were provided.  One pathologist participating in GAP3 (Prof. van der 
Kwast) reviewed the slides and determined the Gleason score (blinded to the original assessments) 
and other aspects of quality.  For this review, MEASCAP provided slides for 15 patients.  A random 
patient list was generated  at Epworth and sent to Prof. Frydenberg.  He arranged the scanning of 
biopsy slides by the pathological laboratory who then sent them (or their images) to Prof. van der 
Kwast for review.  He will provide a summary.  

 

1.7  Updating local and global data 

Funding has been secured to provide the following updates in early 2019: 1) approximately 100 new 
AS patients recruited on or after 15/05/2014, 2) MRI data for all patients in the dataset, 3) additional 
follow-up for all patients till early 2019, 4) negative follow-up for all patients prior to CAP diagnosis. 

 

2.   Local use of GAP3-MEASCAP data  

The GAP3-MEASCAP data sheets could be used locally either to take advantage of the GAP3 
structure which is well suited to time-to-event (or other longitudinal) analyses, or to make use of 
newly created variables, e.g. presence of CAP on the first surveillance (post-diagnostic) biopsy.   

Although the GAP3–MEASCAP data use only the first three PSA measurements per patient, it is easy 
to output all PSA data for patients in the GAP3 format, if desired, using the Stata programs I have 
written. 

 

3.   Maintenance and extension of MEASCAP data 

When updating the MEASCAP data , the Stata code used to create the GAP3-MEASCAP data could be 
incorporated into parts of any newly designed database for aspects such as diagnostic definition, 
searching of patient histories, and to expand meta-data. 

The GAP3 data coordinators requested data that covered a broad range of items as listed in their 
data codebook.  Parts of it were not available in MEASCAP.  MRI and treatment data, in particular, 
were requested in some detail, but were not currently available locally.  Other areas not currently 
available locally included anthropometry (e.g. height, weight), demographics (e.g. marital status, 
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education, ethnicity), medication use, comorbidities, smoking, QOL (sexual and urinary dysfunction) 
and other questionnaire data (e.g. SF-36, CES-D).    

The GAP3 codebook could be used as a guide to help choose which information, currently 
unavailable in MEASCAP, may be added to an updated database, either for general research 
purposes or perhaps to be collected for ad-hoc studies. 

An update of the MEASCAP data would be also be an opportunity to check apparent data errors 
discovered while preparing the GAP3-MEASCAP data.  A full list is available, but areas of attention 
included a small number of possibly conflicting biopsy data, duplicate PSA measurements, invalid or 
missing dates (such as dates of AS cessation or treatment), and other missing values. 

 

 

 

 

  


